The X-ray diffraction spectra were refined using TOPAS software. The instrument parameters were corrected for the diffractometer used; Cif files were downloaded from ICSD database for CaMnO3 compositions with different spacegroups: Pnma and I4/mcm as initial structures. The atomic substitutions were taken into account and atomic positions were refined while occupancy was fixed according to the stoichiometry of the compositions prepared. The B eq parameters were minimized during refinement. The measured, calculated pattern and residual are presented for each composition in Figure S1 . The peaks are indexed in the main paper.
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Figure S1 Refined XRD spectra obtained using TOPAS
S2. Heat Capacity Measurements
The measurement were carried out using a Netzsch STA 449c, with a heating rate of 20 K/min and Sapphire as standard sample. The uncertainty in reported values is ± 10%. Figure S2 . Temperature dependence of heat capacity for Calcium Manganate based samples indicating the effect of Sr substitution.
